How to integrate interactions into video editing software?
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This paper explores an idea to enrich existing multimedia editing software, getting inspiration from music scores, to have them integrate actions coming from the viewer while editing a mulsemedia. In this paper, we reflect on the possibility to do it with a unique timeline. Thus, we propose to completely change the point of view. Instead of trying to insert the interaction in the timeline, we propose to cut the media into several parts and insert them into the interaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the PRIM project [1], we ambition to build software that allows users to create some scenagrams [2] – interactive scenarios, putting a human in interaction with digital devices – without programming because it is too complex for many people [3], [4]. Such software would benefit numerous domains: cinema with interactive mulsemedia (multiple sensory media) [5]; education with personalized exercises; health with cognitive or rehabilitation exercises; art with digital artwork; plays with interactions between an actor and digital device in an
improvisational theater; research with experimental settings allowing to explore the impact between technology and human, etc.

Mulsemedia editing software such as PlaySEM [6] or STEVE [7] seems to be the most advanced in the domain and seems to be very easy to learn and manipulate [8], [9]. However, it is impossible to add interactions directly in PlaySEM. If one wants to take actions done by the viewer into account, it is necessary to analyze humans’ actions by programming and to generate a media file for PlaySEM which will then read the media file. STEVE proposes to directly synchronize humans’ actions on the audiovisual content or to define them in a separate timeline. In our project, we would like to explore a different way by investigating the possibility to have a single timeline. Section 2 explains the way to create multisensory media through a timeline. Then, section 3 presents the issue we would like to discuss in this paper: time and multiple timelines. Section 4 explores the possibility to get inspiration from music scores. Section 5 proposes an idea to integrate pieces of media in the interaction in analogy with music scores. Finally, section 6 discusses challenges and limits and then concludes this paper.

2 MULSEMEDIA EDITING SOFTWARE APPROACH

Mulsemedia editing software is based on a timeline that looks like Figure 1. The principle is simple. To synchronize a sensory effect to the audiovisual content, the user must place a shape (here a rectangle) which represents the sensory effect in the timeline. The left border of the shape has to be placed just below the time when this effect has to be triggered. It is possible to add as many sensory effects as desired. For example, in Figure 1, a light effect will start after 1s, a wind effect after 4s, etc.

![Figure 1: example of editing software timeline with edition of sensory effects](image)

To add interaction, there are two possibilities in the most advanced STEVE software [7], [10], [11], as illustrated in Figure 2. First, it is possible to place humans’ input in the timeline. But that requires defining a time window when this input will be taken into account. If the user acts just before or just after, the system will not react. Second, it is possible to place an input in a separate timeline which is not synchronized on time. This input can occur anytime. But in that case, how is it possible to act on the audiovisual content?

![Figure 2: example of humans’ action integration](image)
3 MAIN ISSUE: TIMELINES AND TIME

One of the main differences between visual programming languages and multimedia editing software is time management. The first category is algorithmic-centered and based on an event temporality, meaning that each action occurs according to events (pressing a button, detecting a gesture, recognizing a sentence, ...), while the second one is media-centered and based on a real temporality. Figure 3.A shows an example of a program built on a timeline. This timeline indicates a relative time. First, the robot expresses the hello behavior. Then, nothing happens until the human answers with a hello gesture. If done, the robot asks a question. Each action and event are interpreted along the timeline, from left to right, without any notion of time.

The Figure 3.B shows an example of the timeline used in an editing software. In this example, a "Hello world!" subtitle is displayed at the beginning of the media. Then a video starts at 5s. Each timeline is synchronized on the same time. And we can see a vertical line around 14s that indicates the moment of the current playing.

Both of these pieces of software have a timeline. However, these timelines are based on a different time paradigm and are incompatible. That means it is impossible to integrate events, such as in Figure 3.A in a time-based timeline such as in Figure 3.B.

In this paper, we reflect on the possibility of using a single timeline with the aim to add events directly to the audio-visual content timeline. So, the question is: **is it and how is it possible to add events to the audio-visual content, in a unique timeline?**

4 MUSIC SCORES AS AN INSPIRATION?

Music may be a good starting point giving us a link between the current editing software and our goal in the PRIM project. First, music scores are of interest because they are timelines. However, they are a bit different because time is represented by coding, not by a time axis. For example, the whole-note, the half-note, and the quarter-note have the same visual size but last a different time, varying from one to four. However, these three notes take the same place on the timeline. Millions of musicians perfectly master and use this kind of timeline. Second, whatever the duration of the music is, music scores have line returns, which means there is no infinite vertical or horizontal scrolling such as in media editing software. This makes navigation easier than in computing...
programs which can be very complex. Musicians are used to following the timeline from left to right with line returns and with several sheets of paper. It's interesting because it is possible to display a very long production, having easy navigation and reading.

Moreover, there is also a major point. Music scores already contain algorithmic: "sleep" (with break mark, caesura, rest, or multi-measure rest), iteration (with tremolo, repeat sign, simile mark, Da Capo, or Dal Segno), "go to" (with the coda sign), and even condition (with volta bracket which indicates alternative measures). All that indicates it is possible to have an algorithm represented on a timeline with line returns.

Figure 4 shows an example of goto, loop, condition, and sleep†. When playing, the musician interprets a kind of algorithm. The number 1 is a sign which indicates to the musician that she/he has to return to a specific time (goto). The number 2 is a condition because the first time the music after “To Coda” is playing, but not the second time. The number 3 is a loop. And the number 4 is a set of sleep.

However, even if music scores do not have a time axis, they are based on real temporality with a time that goes on and never stops, while event temporality uses a relative time where action may happen anytime. **How can we get inspiration from music scores while manipulating event time?**

![Figure 4: example of goto, loops, conditions and sleeps in a music sheet, made with the MuseScore software][14]

5 PROPOSAL

In the example given in Figure 2, the approach is to integrate the interaction into the audiovisual content. We propose to change the point of view and integrate the media into the interaction getting inspiration from music scores. To reach this objective, it is necessary to make the media interruptible such as a sequence of notes. A possibility is thus to cut the media into several parts as shown in Figure 5. Each part is like a music note, can be represented with the same graphical size but has a different duration. Within each part, it would be possible to pause and restart the media like if the musician stops playing or to take into account an anticipated human action that occurs at an expected time, but not to take a human action that can occur anywhen into account. Humans’ actions would be taken into account only apart from each part, between each part.

![Figure 5: illustration of a media cut in several parts][1]

† See an example of execution in [https://youtu.be/hF0gae7Ziw4](https://youtu.be/hF0gae7Ziw4)
After having cut the media into several parts, it is possible to visually represent the links between each part using a graph as shown in Figure 6. In our example, the media starts with part A. If an action is done by the user, part B can be played. And we can observe that there are two possibilities after part B: either part D which is the end of the media or part C which then goes to part A. In this graph, we can observe a condition formed by the possibility to have C or D after B, and a loop formed by circular links between A, B, and C.

![Figure 6: graph making links between several parts of media](image)

Therefore, the challenge consists in presenting this graph in the form of a timeline. To represent the loop between A, B, and C, we can use two music symbols: the begin-repeat-bar and the end-repeat-bar. However, it is not really possible to use a music symbol to represent the condition with a Segno/Coda because D may happen or not. A music score describes a sequence (or a way). There can be alternatives, but each note has to be played at least once. Thus, if we flatten the graph, we can obtain at best the timeline in Figure 7 where is drawn an alternate timeline for D.

![Figure 7: flattening of the graph into a timeline](image)

Thus, for this little example, we obtain a main timeline with an optional timeline for B. Having an optional timeline can be a solution for a short-time alternative but not for representing another way of the story because we will have two different timelines. We can see here that, according to the graph, the timeline result can be terribly complex.

A second reflection can be to consider D as a jump toward a new timeline. Thus, we can imagine that in a system where there are multiple timelines, such as in STEVE, the main timeline (or graph) may define the links between all these timelines. More generally, we can imagine a system where it is possible to jump anywhen toward a piece of media as illustrated in Figure 8. If each part of media is numbered like each bar in a music score, it is then possible to jump toward any part of media according to its number or to another timeline. In the
figure, the alternative is represented by a circle with two outputs: an arrow pointing to element 1 of the current timeline and an arrow pointing to element 1 of the P2 timeline.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8: example of a timeline with jump toward other parts of the timeline or other timelines

Even if we can explore the possibility to reuse the approach used in music scores – where it is possible to have a few algorithmic (loops, conditions, goto, and sleep) on a timeline – we face a problem much more complex than music. The question is open.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reflect on a new point of view to make programming accessible for many people who find it too complex, getting inspiration from mulsemedia editing software. And, we propose to make an analogy with music scores and cut the media into several parts and integrate it into a timeline with the aim to make a representation of an interaction graph, compatible with media editing software. We propose to take inspiration from music scores to add symbols to the timeline to have a few algorithmic. But it is necessary to find a compromise because, even if music scores are easily interpreted by millions of musicians, they are based on music theory which can require years of learning. Moreover, music and alternative story (or more generally scenagrams) are two different issues with two different levels of difficulties. Thus, we have first to limit the number and the types of symbols to create, and second to find a way to avoid an alternate timeline.

In addition, we have to determine what is required for scenagrams by exploring more specifically interactive mulsemedia, multisensory exercises, interactive artwork, improvisational plays, or Human-Machine evaluation. Do we need loops? Do we need conditions? Do we need to define multiple actions at the same time? We have to limit what a scenagram is in order to remain as simple as possible.

Whilst other approaches [10], [11], [15] target synchronization, sensory effects, and playing the mulsemedia, what is proposed here is quite possibly complementary and could be integrated with such approaches into broader software that can manage interactions.

In the PRIM project, we have developed an incomplete software prototype [16] to evaluate a timeline where it is possible to add alternative timelines (in order to do several actions in parallel) and where each timeline is independent of time. Our objective was to use a timeline metaphor to represent a graph where a node is achieved because an action occurs or because the precedent action is finished, independently of time. A preliminary study, conducted with 50 participants, showed that the majority of participants were able to understand and use this new timeline.

Thus, the perspectives will focus on defining the best compromise between offering the most possibilities to the user and having software easy to use. The major challenge to face then will be to design, in collaboration with the end-users, the graphical symbols which will suit the best and which will answer the needs.
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